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Phase-space representation of partially coherent
imaging systems using the Cohen class distribution
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We develop a phase-space representation (termed phase-space imager) suitable for analysis and design of
imaging systems that use large illumination apertures (partially coherent illumination). The representation,
developed from the transmission cross-coefficient model, falls in the general Cohen class of distributions and
elegantly captures the bilinear nature of image formation in partially coherent systems. It uses only the
requisite number of dimensions and leads to an efficient algorithm for calculating images. Computed par-
tially coherent images of a double slit and a two-dimensional sinusoidal spoke are presented. © 2010 Opti-
cal Society of America
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Partially coherent illumination has the desirable
properties of higher lateral resolution, depth section-
ing, and immunity against speckle noise, in compari-
son to coherent illumination. Hence, there is recent
interest in quantitative imaging with partially coher-
ent systems, which necessitates accurate models.

Figure 1 schematically shows typical partially co-
herent imaging systems that can be implemented ei-
ther in scanning or in wide-field mode. The imaging
system is characterized by the intensity distribution
of the incoherent condenser/collector pupil �Pc����2
and complex transmission of the objective pupil,
Po���. Both modes provide identical images provided
the specimen is reciprocal. The specimen is assumed
to be modeled by a transparency t�x�. Aberrations of
the imaging system are accounted for by using a com-
plex objective pupil, and the aberrations at the con-
denser aperture are unimportant owing to its inco-
herence. Coherence of imaging is controlled by the
ratio of the condenser NA to the imaging NA, S
=NAc/NAo, which is called the coherence ratio. In
this Letter, for brevity’s sake, 2D independent vari-
ables are represented by vectors and indicated by
boldface characters. All integrals over vector coordi-
nates signify two-dimensional integrals and range
from −� to �. Throughout the Letter, the space vari-
ables are expressed in normalized units of � /NAo,
where � is the mean wavelength of quasi-
monochromatic illumination. The pupil and spatial
frequency variables are expressed in normalized
units of NAo/�. The kernel used to Fourier transform
x variable to m variable is e−2�ix.m, where x ·m is the
inner product of vectors. Fourier transform over vec-
tor variable x is represented by Fx.

Imaging properties of the partially coherent sys-
tems have to be described using a bilinear model
[1,2]. A well-established model for partially coherent
imaging is based on the concept of the transmission
cross-coefficient (TCC) that arises when image for-

mation is described in the spatial-frequency domain
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[1,2]. In the TCC model, bilinearity appears in the
form of dependence of a spatial frequency of the im-
age on the pairs of spatial frequencies of the speci-
men. Wigner distribution and other phase-space rep-
resentations (whose kernels do not depend on the
signal) are also bilinear [3]. Phase-space representa-
tions express “pairs” in terms of their center and dif-
ference coordinates, as evident from the spatial-
frequency definitions of the Wigner distribution of
the specimen’s transmission given by

Wt�m,x� =� T�m +
m�

2 �T��m −
m�

2 �e2�im�.xdm�, �1�

where, T�m�=Fx�t�x��. The projection of the Wigner
distribution along the spatial-frequency dimension,
	Wdm, is called the spatial marginal and is equal to
the squared magnitude of the specimen transmis-
sion, �t�x��2. Analogously, the spatial-frequency mar-
ginal of the Wigner distribution is the squared mag-
nitude of the spectrum, �T�m��2.

Since phase-space representations lead to better
physical insight and computational algorithms [3,4],
it is attractive to study bilinear image formation in
phase-space. Significant progress has been made in

Fig. 1. A scanning-based (light propagation from right to
left) or wide-field (light propagation from left to right) par-
tially coherent imaging system is described by intensity
distribution in the condenser pupil and amplitude distribu-
tion in the objective pupil. Labels in italics indicate terms

used for the scanning microscope.
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the description of partially coherent signals and their
propagation through linear optical system in phase
space [4]. However, only a few attempts have been
made to derive phase-space descriptions of the overall
transfer properties of a partially coherent system.
Ojeda–Castañeda [5] described imaging of a 2D
specimen using a projection of 8D bilinear ray-spread
function, which is a generalization of 4D coherent
ray-spread function proposed by Bastiaans [4]. The
bilinear ray-spread function is not determinable from
the pupils of the imaging system. Castañeda [6] de-
rived a phase-space representation by considering
transfer of spatial coherence wavelets but did not de-
scribe efficient computation of images. In this Letter,
for the first time to our knowledge, a nonredundant
phase-space representation of transfer properties of
partially coherent imaging systems is derived. The
model allows improved interpretation of the TCC
model, can be used for analysis and design of par-
tially coherent imaging methods, and leads to an ef-
ficient algorithm for computing images.

As per the TCC model, the image intensity can be
written in terms of the specimen spectrum T�m� and
the system pupils in the following form [1]:

I�x� =� � T�m1�T��m2�C�m1,m2�

� e2�i�m1−m2�.xdm1dm2. �2�

In the above,

C�m1,m2� =� �Pc����2Po�m1 + ��Po
��m2 + ��d�

is the TCC of the imaging system. Interpreting
graphically, the TCC is an area of overlap of three
pupils—the condenser pupil situated at the center,
the objective pupil shifted by m1 and the conjugate
objective pupil shifted by m2. When computing im-
ages of multiple specimens under the given imaging
system, and vice versa, the separation of
T�m1�T��m2� and the TCC allows efficient computa-
tion. The TCC describes the strengths with which
pairs of the specimen spatial frequencies, �m1 ,m2�,
are transferred to the image.

We arrive at a phase-space model by substituting
the frequency pair �m1 ,m2� by center and difference
frequency variables, m= 1

2 �m1+m2� and m�=m1−m2.
Noting that the Jacobian of the transformation is
unity the intensity can be expressed as

I�x� =� � T�m +
m�

2 �T��m −
m�

2 �C�m,m��

� e2�im�.xdmdm�. �3�

Upon integrating over m�, we notice that the image
intensity is a spatial marginal of a particular phase-
space distribution as follows:

I�x� =� ��m,x;C�dm, �4�
where
��m,x;C� =� T�m +
m�

2 �T��m −
m�

2 �C�m,m��

� e2�im�.xdm� �5�

is the windowed Wigner distribution [3] of the speci-
men transmission. We call this distribution the
phase-space imager (PSI), which describes transfer of
specimen transmission to the image intensity when
imaged with a system of arbitrary coherence. The
above derivation uses the definition of the Wigner
distribution based on the spectrum of the specimen
[Eq. (1)]. The distribution in Eq. (5) falls in the gen-
eral Cohen class of bilinear distributions whose win-
dows do not depend on the signal. ([3], Sec. 9.3).

The quantity being windowed, T�m+m� /2�T��m
−m� /2�, can be called the mutual specimen spectrum
as it is a function of pairs of frequencies. The window
in this case is C�m ,m��, which is termed the PSI-
window and is given by

C�m,m�� =� �Pc����2Po�m +
m�

2
+ ��

�Po
��m −

m�

2
+ ��d�. �6�

Equations (4)–(6) provide an insightful interpreta-
tion of the behavior of partially coherent systems.
The imaging system can be said to filter the mutual
specimen spectrum, the filter being the PSI-window
(which depends on the pupils of the imaging system).
The symmetry of the PSI-window determines the
contrast produced by the imaging system, whereas
the support of the PSI-window determines the reso-
lution. The PSI model connects image formation with
extensive literature on windowed phase-space distri-
butions [3]. Deeper understanding of partially coher-
ent image formation can be gained by exploring this
signal processing view further.

Analogous to TCC, the PSI-window is computed as
the area of overlap in the � plane, but by shifting
both objective pupils by m, and from that point shift-
ing the Po by m� /2 and the Po

� by −m� /2. We notice
that C�m ,−m��=C��m ,m��, i.e., the PSI window is
Hermitian symmetric along the m� dimension, which
ensures positive intensity. We adapted our previous
algorithm of computing the TCC as an area of over-
lap of shifted pupils [7] for computation of PSI-
window. In normalized units mentioned at the begin-
ning, the radii of Po and Pc are 1 and S, respectively.
Since m represents the distance between Po��� and
Pc���, the PSI-window cuts-off at m0=1+S, along
that dimension. m� represents the distance between
Po��� and Po

���� and hence PSI-window cutoffs at
m0�=2. The cutoffs of PSI-window along m and m� for
various coherence ratios can be observed from Media
1 related to Fig. 2.

A transparent line is the simplest 1D object whose
image is influenced (albeit not significantly) by the
coherence of illumination (i.e., S) ([1], Sec. 6). Even

for the line, image cannot be expressed in closed form
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for all values of S. We illustrate and verify our algo-
rithm by simulating image of a double slit. Goodbody
[8] presented numerically computed images of a
double slit for general value of S. Transmission of a
double slit is given by t�x ,y�=��x+xs /2�+��x−xs /2�,
and hence the spectrum by T�m ,n�
=cos�2�mxs /2���n�, where xs is the separation be-
tween two infinitesimal slits and �m ,n� are spatial
frequencies along �x ,y�. Figure 2 and the associated
image sequence (Media 1) show computation of the
ideal and partially coherent images of a double slit
(with xs=0.6� /NAo) under the bright-field micro-
scope.

The ideal system has infinitely large imaging and
illumination apertures, leading to C�m ,m��=1. From
Eq. (5), we see that ��m ,x ;c� reduces to the usual
Wigner distribution of the specimen transmission,
whose spatial marginal from Eq. (4) is �t�x��2. Thus
the ideal imaging system leads to the specimen mag-
nitude as expected. Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(f) show
calculated mutual specimen spectrum, Wigner distri-
bution, and the ideal image (i.e., spatial marginal of
the Wigner distribution), respectively, for the double
slit. To calculate a partially coherent image, we first
compute the PSI-window along X dimension as per
Eq. (6) as shown in Fig. 2(c). Now, the image of any
specimen can be computed by evaluating Eqs. (5) and
(4) in following steps: (1) multiply the mutual speci-
men spectrum with the PSI-window as shown in Fig.
2(d), (2) Fourier transform the product along m� to
obtain the PSI as shown in Fig. 2(e), and (3) project
the PSI along m to obtain the image intensity. The
associated image sequence (Media 1) shows above
quantities calculated at S=0.1. . .2. These coherence
ratios cover the range from quite coherent to nearly
incoherent illumination and demonstrate remark-
ably the effects of the coherence on the resolution of
the closely spaced double slit. In particular, it is seen
that the resolvability of the slits improves as S ap-
proaches the value of 1.3 and then reduces again as S
approaches the value of 2. These oscillations in “two-
line” resolution are akin to oscillations in two-point
resolution [9]. The images that we compute are in
good agreement with those presented by Goodbody.

Our model can be used for computing partially co-

Fig. 2. (Color online) Simulating the effects of coherence
of illumination on resolvability of a double slit: a snapshot
from Media 1 (2.6 MB) at S=1. See the text for details.
herent images of even 2D specimens with complex
transmissions, as illustrated by images of a sinu-
soidal spoke target shown in Fig. 3 and Media 2. We
employed 4D phase-space computation to simulate
above images, which is perhaps the first result of its
kind. The PSI facilitates use of FFT algorithm for
implementation of key steps in computation, thus al-
lowing us to compute a 201�201 pixel image in

5 min on our quad-core computer. The transmission
of the simulated specimen in cylindrical coordinates
is, t�r ,��=cos�2�10�� ,0.4�r�2.7. The ideal image is
computed as �t�x ,y��2 and the partially coherent im-
ages are computed using the algorithm outlined for
Fig. 2. Spoke target presents higher spatial frequen-
cies near the center, which are better resolved as S is
increased.

In conclusion, we have shown that the image pro-
duced by a partially coherent imaging system is
given by the spatial marginal of a windowed Wigner
distribution, termed PSI, of the specimen’s transmis-
sion. The window, termed the PSI-window, is comput-
able from the pupils of the imaging system and pro-
vides an equivalent of transfer function for partially
coherent imaging. We believe that this model paves
the way for an exciting signal processing perspective
of partially coherent imaging. We have presented, for
the first time, phase-space-based computed images of
a complex 2D diffracting structure under bright field
microscope with varying coherence ratio.

The authors thank M. J. Bastiaans, Eindhoven
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